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Student Course 
Evaluation Results

Course Number:
Field Choice Count

MATH-1301-006 21

Course Title:
Field Choice Count

Appl Math for Bus & Admin 21

Faculty Name:
Field Choice Count

Lucas Mol 21

Term:
Field Choice Count

U2020W 21

This course is required or elective:
20 Responses

Field Required Elective

Count 18 2

Percentage 90% 10%

Overall, apart from the course content, the quality of teaching provided by the above-named instructor was:
21 Responses

Field Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

Count 1 20

Percentage 5% 95%
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Student Comments:

Professor is very good at explaining concept

N/A

N/A

Dr. Mol as a profossor was really good and I have recommended him as a professor to friends before. When you
ask him questions he answers them clearly and makes sure that you fully understand the context. He doesn't really
have any weaknesses aside from maybe just writing very fast but. Although, he does post the notes after class so I
am able to catch up with the notes for the next class.

Good

Average.

Dr. Mol is an amazing teacher to take Applied Math with especially if you require the course. He provides very
detailed demonstration on how to solve a specific math problem and offer to help you to understand harder
concepts better. His live zoom classes are always very informative and his explanation are very easy to understand
and grasp. He is very straightforward and offers different ways on how you can go about solving a math equation. I
also think that his notes are very helpful and full of information. I am very satisfied how he was able to deliver the
class online and help us during his office hours.

Awesome instructor. Explains things extremely well and is always willing to help any student if they have a question
during class. Dr. Mol is also extremely organized and uses the nexus interface better than most of the instructors
I’ve had in both university and college. I don’t miss a single thing because he makes it easy to follow along. The
only thing I could even think of would be that we fly through the course material, but we are just following curriculum
and he has no control over that. I’d recommend Lucas Mol to anyone going into a mathematics course.

STRENGTHS NOTES ARE CLEAR. LECTURES ARE CLEAR AND EASY TO FOLLOW. INSTRUCTOR IS
ENGAGING AND TAKES THE TIME TO ANSWER QUESTIONS. STAYS AROUND AFTER CLASS TO HELP
STUDENTS AND ALSO ANSWERS QUESTIONS. OVERALL FRIENDLY PERSONALITY MAKES LEARNING
MATH EASIER! WEAKNESSES NONE

Strengths: patient, explains topics at a good pace so it’s easy to follow, very attentive to questions and replies timely
to emails and questions

Talking about strengths, Dr. Mol explains content very clearly, step by step. Always clear any doubt in the class. he
is very friendly with students. On the other hand, he should improve interactions with students a little more.

There is simply no weakness for this Professor. He simplified tough subjects in math to where a 5th grader can
understand. I know because every math class I took in U of W resulted in a D or an F, but this class has been very
very helpful.

strengths: provides a lot of practice problems to help learn concepts weaknesses: personally, I find him
unapproachable and I feel nervous to ask questions about the material

The instructor is very hands-on on every topic that we went over this semester. The only downside is that I wish that
we were given more time to do the Midterm so we can actually finish every question.

I really enjoyed his lecture. His teaching style is great. I got an immediate reply to my queries every time. He is
approachable and makes clear our doubts. He stays for a while and doesn't hesitate to answer our problems even
after a class is over. After all, I really enjoyed being his student. I really wish to take his class in the future.
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His strengths: I'd say everything. He's super helpful and he takes a lot of time going over concepts that are unclear
to us. He is super understanding and genuinely cares about us succeeding in the course, and life as well. His
teaching speed is not too fast and he explains everything really well. He is super respectful to everyone and we all
leave the class with a smile on our face. His weaknesses: the only thing would be that we are sometimes behind
the other class in terms of material, but that's only because we has a lot of questions, and he makes up for it by
posting more notes over the weekend. He has made an impact on me and many of my classmates. Honestly, it
would be a shame to let this professor go.

Organized, good explanations

The best teacher I’ve had at the University so far! Keeps class interesting, really cares about students and always
answers questions fast and informatively, would definitely want him as a professor again in the future!!!

Professor Mol is very good at taking time to answer any questions during lectures, which I find is incredibly
important especially in a math course! He is very helpful during office hours and offers a wide variety of appointment
slots to accommodate differing schedules.

Dr. Mol was a great professor! He was encouraging, our classes were very informative, we all worked together in
our workbook, making it less intimidating for those who are not great at math, like myself. Our weekly assignments
were very helpful in keeping us engaged and allowed lots of time for practice and preparation for our
midterms/exams.


